
Developing the five habits of 
creative thinking 

How to become more inquisitive, persistent, collaborative, disciplined and imaginative 

1. Be open to serendipity – the accidental connection, the unintended error 
2. Create a culture of surprise 
3. Encourage, cultivate, and embrace discussion 
4. Create the curious classroom bursting with complexities that invite questions 
5. Find out what interests your child or your class 
6. Draw attention to challenging but manageable gaps in knowledge 
7. Explore and embrace the notion of ‘desirable difficulty’  
8. Establish that struggle stimulates learning and remembering 
9. Offer enough information to stimulate resolution and further investigation 
10. Give time for learners to find answers 
11. Learn to ask questions - about everything 
12. Learning scatteringly and day dreaming are useful things to do 
13. Provide opportunities to meet the unexpected, to explore and solve problems  
14. Create and use stories because they provide drama, uncertainly and resolution 
15. Promote intertextuality and juxtaposition (with books, objects, sounds, pictures) 
16. Embrace ambiguity  
17. Remove the stigma of being wrong 
18. Encourage curiosity into causes of errors as an index of what needs to be learned 
19. Promote good questions 
20. Keeping learning outcomes open 
21. Make learning more exploratory – more hands-on where appropriate 
22. Think through a positive approach to screen-based technology  
23. Stress that intellectual curiosity is a strong predictor of academic performance 
24. Slow down the learning process  
25. Space the sessions rather than deliver them all together  
26. Try not to reward the fastest thinkers 
27. Allow for think-pair-share: collaboration, exploration and reassurance 
28. Provide visible, ongoing learning projects 
29. Find ways to question or reinvent your materials rather than simply restudy 
30. Adopt a quiz show format, role play or simulation 
31. Encourage learners to re-deliver material and lead sections of a lesson  
32. Don’t accept first answers; second question and press for justifications 
33. Don’t always be too precise about learning objectives: allow them to emerge  
34. Actively encourage learners to generate their own target materials 
35. Vary the setting in which the learning takes place 
36. Present learning materials in a less organised form  
37. Try starting with the most challenging elements of the lesson  
38. Invite ‘could-be’ answers and multiple solutions 
39. Give students something real to think about 
40. Bring the world into the classroom (through pictures and music as well as visitors)  
41. Counter the anaesthetic of familiarity (start with the end, or hardest ideas first) 
42. Start with the big questions (climate change, community, crime rates, poverty, migration) 
43. Use Literature or Art as a way in 
44. Develop a metaphoric perspective (understanding that everything is connected) 
45. Develop productive frustration (research two, often contradictory, opinions at once) 
46. Generate and then dig deeper into ideas 
47. Invite students to play with possibilities, manipulate and improve ideas 
48. Introduce critical examination of sources and products and assumptions 
49. Encourage synthesising of linked and disparate patterns  
50. Hold open the possibilities of fresh discoveries 

Creativity isn’t a switch that’s flicked on or off; it’s a way of seeing, engaging and responding to 
the world around you…


